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It is difficult to coordinate the various processes in the process industry. We built a multiagent distributed hierarchical intelligent
control model for manufacturing systems integrating multiple production units based on multiagent system technology. +e
model organically combines multiple intelligent agent modules and physical entities to form an intelligent control system with
certain functions. +e model consists of system management agent, workshop control agent, and equipment agent. For the task
assignment problem with this model, we combine reinforcement learning to improve the genetic algorithm for multiagent task
scheduling and use the standard task scheduling dataset in OR-Library for simulation experiment analysis. Experimental results
show that the algorithm is superior.

1. Introduction

+e process industry provides important support for Chi-
nese economic and social development. +e integrated
manufacturing system of modern process industry is one of
the important competitive technologies to improve the
competitiveness of processing enterprises [1]. In process
manufacturing companies, the productivity of a company
often depends on the level of automation of the company.
+e level of automation is largely dependent on the level of
the intelligent control system. With the innovation and
development of information technology, its control struc-
ture also updates and evolves with the development of
computer technology. +e current control system structure
should take two aspects into account. On the one hand is
production safety. +e process industry is highly automated,
and complicated chemical reactions occur during the pro-
duction process, which is dangerous and therefore requires
high system requirements. +e system should have the
ability to proactively defend and predict the risks in the
production process, reducing the risk of downtime. On the

other hand, it has system autonomy. Although the sub-
systems are actually divided according to the working
conditions, information exchanges will be carried out at any
time between different information systems. +e informa-
tion exchange is done automatically without the other hu-
man participation and control. +erefore, when building a
model for a subsystem, it is required that the subsystem has
the autonomous ability to control its own state and behavior
autonomously. If you use object-oriented aspects to model
from these two aspects, it is obviously not feasible and
impossible to complete.

According to the characteristics and requirements of the
control structure, we can use agent for modeling. Because
agent has the characteristics of autonomy, responsiveness,
adaptability, sociality, etc., this coincides with the require-
ments of the control system. As for the characteristics of the
process industry system, agent technology can be regarded
as a typical distributed multiagent system. +e control
system of the manufacturing process should have modular,
distributed, and open features, as well as an integrated
framework that is well connected to the application. +e
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distributed multiagent modeling is beneficial to the reali-
zation of this integration framework. At the same time, agent
can be a good addition to the new integration platform.

Many scholars at home and abroad have introduced
multiagent into manufacturing enterprises and done a lot of
research.

Wangmodeled the manufacturing process and proposed
a multiagent systemmodel to promote the transformation of
enterprises into intelligent manufacturing. +e physical
entities of the model are abstracted into agents in the
multiagent system model, and Petri nets are used in the
system to express the characteristics of the agent [2].

Fu analyzed the China Mobile Multimedia Broadcasting
System and built a multiagent system integrating manage-
ment, control, and maintenance. It explored the basic
structure of the model and the role of various parts of the
system and explored the agent [3].

Han proposed a multiagent model that can realize
distributed combination and management, which can
quickly and scientifically complete decision making in a
distributed environment [4].

Cao analyzed the structure of the control system of the
current manufacturing enterprise and designed a multiagent
system suitable for the hybrid enterprise of manufacturing
enterprises. It introduced the workflow of each agent in this
model in detail. It is a versatile system framework for most
manufacturing companies [5].

Based on the traditional hierarchical control method and
the distributed control method, Gao proposed a multiagent
system for order production based on the analysis of the
existing control structure and the control structure between
the manufacturing system.+e system has multiple dynamic
logic units. +e system divides the shop control system into
several layers, which are the shop control layer, the field
device layer, and the dynamic logic unit layer [6].

Xu analyzed the manufacturing process of the dyeing
workshop and analyzed the manufacturing process of the
dyeing workshop. Combined with the process requirements
of the production process of the dyeing workshop, a dy-
namic scheduling model suitable for the workshop was
constructed. In order to improve the global optimization
ability of the scheduling system, a dynamic dyeing shop
scheduling method suitable for the model is constructed by
combining reinforcement learning and ant colony algo-
rithm. +e model and algorithm are applied to the printing
and dyeing workshop for simulation research. +e simu-
lation experiment results show that the method is feasible
and worthy of popularization and application [7].

In the production process of 2M1B production line for
two devices and one inventory buffer, Wang and Wang
proposed a multiagent reinforcement learning method for
pipeline maintenance [8].

From a global perspective, many models cannot satisfy
global optimization. At present, the process enterprise
manufacturing process control model is divided into three
types: centralized, hierarchical, and distributed. +e cen-
tralized system has low fault tolerance and is prone to system

failure. If the central control computer fails, it will cause the
entire system to collapse, so centralized use is rarely used
now. In the hierarchical hierarchy, the upper and lower
layers are subordinate, and the upper and lower layers are
highly resistant. From a partial point of view, it is still a
centralized control structure, so there are still some defects.
Compared with centralized and distributed, each subsystem
is relatively independent, and each subsystem can achieve
local optimization of each subsystem, but it is difficult to
achieve global optimization and overall coordinated control
of the whole system. In order to achieve the cooperation of
each subsystem, it has the goal of good network bandwidth
and efficient computing power. +erefore, it is the focus of
this paper to construct a suitable intelligent coordination
control model for the production process and use the re-
inforcement learning algorithm to realize the task sched-
uling of the production process.

To address the shortcomings of the above model, by
analyzing the characteristics of the process industry
manufacturing process and the requirements of collabora-
tive control optimization in the manufacturing process, we
designed a multiagent distributed hierarchical intelligent
control model for the process industry manufacturing
process. Aiming at the task scheduling problem of multi-
agent systems, we use reinforcement learning ideas and
improve genetic algorithms for multiagent production task
scheduling. +is article takes the production line processing
production order as an example, with the goal of minimizing
the completion time, and the open source dataset provided
in OR-Library is used for experiments. +e experimental
results prove the effectiveness of the algorithm. +e orga-
nization structure of the article is as follows. Section 2 in-
troduces our multiagent distributed hierarchical intelligent
control model. Section 3 introduces our improved QGA in
detail. In Section 4, we carried out the task scheduling ex-
periment and experiment result analysis of the multiagent
system based on the QGA. Section 5 is the summary and
outlook of this article.

2. Multiagent Model Construction in
Manufacturing Process

According to the characteristics of Industry 4.0, the current
multiagent control model is difficult to achieve global op-
timization control. In this paper, a multiagent distributed
hierarchical control model for production process is pro-
posed by combining the three architectures of multiagent
system alliance, hierarchy, and distribution with artificial
intelligence algorithm. +is paper proposes a multiagent
distributed hierarchical control model for production pro-
cesses. +e model is shown in Figure 1. +e model is hi-
erarchically layered and divided into upper and lower layers.
+e upper layer is the system management agent and the
interface agent. +e lower layer is the workshop control
layer, and the workshop control layer consists of a shop
control agent and several equipment agents. +e model is a
hierarchical structure from the perspective of organizational
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structure, but it is actually a distributed intelligence control
structure in production operation.+e upper interface agent
reflects the openness and expansibility of the multiagent
system. Interface agent can connect ERP, process, man-
machine interaction, and so on.+e lower workshop control
layer consists of multiple workshops, each equivalent to a
small control system. +ey are independent and can com-
municate with one another via the bus. Each workshop has a
workshop control agent and multiple equipment agents,
each of which can communicate with each other. For the
tasks issued by the system agent, the workshop agents in
each subworkshop can cooperate with each other to realize
the decomposition of the task agent. At the same time, each
subworkshop can assign the assigned tasks to the related
equipment agents as subtasks. After the equipment agent
gets the tasks, the task cooperation can be completed
through communication negotiation. For such a global
optimization control model, searching for the best intelli-
gent algorithm is the direction of our continuous efforts.

+e multiagent distributed hierarchical control model
divides the system into several subsystems, each of which is
distributed. Considering that local resources and data are
distributed independently, the workshop control agent of
each subsystem contains all the information of the sub-
system, which can conveniently control the local production.
+e local production control subsystem is also a multiagent
system, which consists of multiple production equipment

agents and workshop control agents. +e device agent has
independence and autonomy. Considering the different
process requirements of the production process, each local
subsystem and systemmanagement agent form a centralized
control so that the subsystems are well managed.

+e main structure and function of each part of the
system management agent, interface agent, workshop
control agent, and equipment agent in this model are in-
troduced in detail.

2.1. System Management Agent. +e system management
agent mainly manages the entire system, and it has the
highest management authority of the entire system. It can
manage the access information through the interface agent.
If the interface agent accesses the process information, it
interacts with the interface agent to implement the man-
agement of the process data. If the interface agent accesses
the ERP management system and man-computer interac-
tion, it can interact with the interface agent to realize in-
formation management. +e process agent can also interact
and communicate with other agents to realize the data
management and production process monitoring of the
production process. +e system management agent also
contains intelligent modules to realize intelligent manage-
ment of the entire system. +e system management agent is
shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 1: Multiagent distributed hierarchical intelligent control model.
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2.2. Interface Agent. Interface agent can realize the function
expansion of the whole multiagent system. +e interface
agent can be connected to process information, ERP system,
man-computer interaction, and so on. +e interface agent
can well reflect the extensibility and development of the
entire system. If there is no interface agent, when the system
needs to add modules or needs to add functional require-
ments, then it may be necessary to redesign the multiagent
distributed hierarchical intelligent control model, which is
not very friendly to production. +e structure of the in-
terface agent is shown in Figure 3.

2.3.WorkshopControl Agent. +eworkshop control agent is
located in the workshop control layer of the model.. +e
workshop control layer consists of multiple workshop
control subsystems. Each workshop control subsystem has a
workshop control agent and multiple equipment agents.
Workshop control agent is the administrator of local sub-
system, which has the highest level of authority of local
subsystem. Workshop control agent plays the role of system
management agent management and control equipment
agent bridge. On the one hand, the workshop control agent
accepts macrocontrol or static planning from the system
management agent. It manages the equipment agent of the
workshop and accepts the tasks assigned by the system
management agent. It completes task assignment and
scheduling for each device agent by using intelligent algo-
rithms. On the other hand, the system manages the infor-
mation required by the agent.+rough the workshop control
agent transfer, it can monitor the task execution and re-
source utilization and feed back to the system management
agent to realize the optimal scheduling, status evaluation,

and resource monitoring of the control system. +e work-
shop control agent structure is shown in Figure 4.

2.4. Equipment Agent. Equipment agent is at the bottom of
the workshop control layer. It interacts with the workshop
control agent to perform the assignment of the workshop
control agent to its own tasks. It monitors the equipment in the
production process and collects and analyzes the data from the
production process. It predicts the resources required to
complete a task and reports the relevant results to the workshop
control agent.+e equipment agent also contains an intelligent
algorithm module, which facilitates the device agent to predict
the resources required for the processing task. +e equipment
agent also has a distributed database, which is convenient for
storing the data collected by itself. +e structure of the con-
venient agent is shown in Figure 5.

3. Multiagent Task Scheduling Based on QGA

Task scheduling is also one of the important contents of the
multiagent system. Task scheduling is also an important
component of process enterprise production process man-
agement. Rational scheduling of production tasks plays an
important role in improving the productive efficiency of
enterprises. Job shop is a strong NP-hard problem as a
production task scheduler. Since the issue was raised, people
have been researching. +e process industry’s production
process is usually continuous, with uncertainties, nonline-
arity, multiple objectives, multiple constraints, and other
characteristics. Process industrial production process is a
NP-hard problem [9]. Many researchers have applied
heuristic algorithms to solve such NP-hard problems. +e
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Figure 2: Structure diagram of system management agent.
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most used algorithm is the genetic algorithm (GA) [10].
Genetic algorithm is widely used in solving complex
problems such as nonlinearity and optimization [11, 12].
However, genetic algorithms are also flawed, such as the
disadvantages of falling into local optimum and low com-
putational efficiency when solving large-scale task sched-
uling [13]. So, looking for a more efficient algorithm is the
direction we are always looking for.

Reinforcement learning is a semisupervised algorithm. It
emphasizes the process of interaction between the agent and
the environment without the interference of the external en-
vironment. Reinforcement learning provides new solutions

and methods for multiagent task scheduling. Many scholars
have applied the Q-learning algorithm in reinforcement
learning to solve large-scale complex problems and have
achieved good results [14, 15]. However, Q-learning also has
some shortcomings, such as its convergence speed needs to be
improved and itsQ table storage information is limited. So, this
paper proposes a new solution. Combining the characteristics
of GA algorithm andQ-learning algorithm, a genetic algorithm
based on Q-learning (QGA) is proposed. +e simulation ex-
periment analysis is carried out using the standard task
scheduling dataset inOR-Library [16].+e experimental results
demonstrate the superiority of the algorithm.
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Figure 4: Structure diagram of workshop control agent.
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3.1. Description of Manufacturing Process Task Scheduling
Problem. Manufacturing process task scheduling refers to
spatial, temporal planning, scheduling, and scheduling of
multiple production tasks under the conditions of meeting
process requirements and existing production equipment
requirements. Since the process industry produces products
or multiple processes of the same product need to share
resources and equipment, it is necessary to rationally plan
production through algorithms. +e purpose of production
task scheduling is to rationally plan and allocate resources,
determine the processing time and the sequence of products
in different equipment, and improve production efficiency.
Process industry manufacturing process task scheduling can
be described as follows: n jobs should be processed on m
machines, while minimizing job completion time with the
following constraints and assumptions:

(1) Each machine can only perform one operation at a
time.

(2) +e operation of the job can only be performed by
one machine at a time.

(3) Once you start working on the machine, you cannot
interrupt it.

(4) No other job operations can be performed until the
previous operation is completed.

(5) +ere is no alternate route, that is, the job operation
can only be performed in one type of machine, and
the operation processing time and the number of
operable machines is known in advance.

3.2. Mathematical Model of Manufacturing Process Task
Scheduling Problem. To facilitate the above description of
the problem, we define the following mathematical symbols:

n: indicates the number of tasks.
m: indicates the number of machines.

o: indicates the operation of the task.
T: indicates the set of tasks T � Ti|i � (1, 2, . . . , n) ; Ti

represents the i-th task.
M: indicates the collection of machines
M � Mk|k � (1, 2, . . . , m) ; Mk represents the k-th
machine.
Oi � Oi1, Oi2, . . . , Oim : the operation sequence set of
the task i, Oij represents the machine number selected
by the j-th process of the task i, j� 1,2, ..., m.
+e processing time set of task i is
Hi � Hi1, Hi2, . . . , Him ; Hij represents operating
time required for the j-th process of task i, j� 1,2, ...,m.

Next we build the task scheduling function model
[17, 18]:

min
max

1≤ k≤m

max

1≤ i≤ n

cik

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎭

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎭
, (1)

s.t., (2)

cik − fik + M 1 − aiek( ≥ cie, i � 1, 2, . . . , n; e, j

� 1, 2, . . . , m,
(3)

cdk − cik + M 1 − bidk( ≥fjk, d � 1, 2, . . . n, cik ≥ 0, (4)

aiek �
1, if themachine e processes theworkpiece i,

0, not the above situation,
 (5)

bidk �
1, if task i is processed onmachine k before task d,

0, not the above situation.


(6)

+e first of the above is the total objective function,
which minimizes the completion time of all tasks. +e
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Figure 5: Structure diagram of equipment agent.
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second limits in the formula are the limits of the techno-
logical process. cik represents the time required for task i to
complete the machining operation on machine k. fik is the
operation time of task i on machine k. For such task
scheduling problems, the total number of legal scheduling
schemes should be ((1/u1!) × (1/u2!) × · · · × (1/un!)) ×

(
n
i�1 ui)! (ui is the total number of tasks in the task i). Here

is how to build an algorithm that chooses the best from so
many scheduling options.

3.3. Genetic Algorithm. +e genetic algorithm [19] was
proposed in 1975. Its proposal mainly draws on the ideas of
natural selection and genetic evolution in the biological
world.+e solution process of the genetic algorithm is to use
the ideas of reproduction, selection, crossover, and mutation
in the natural world to carry out continuous iteration and
select the best individual from the population. Compared
with other heuristic algorithms, genetic algorithm can break
through the limitation of search area and realize complete
exploration of solution space. +e genetic algorithm uses the
fitness function as an evaluation index. So, its search process
reduces the dependence on man-machine interaction.
+erefore, genetic algorithms are favored in engineering
optimization.

3.3.1. Principle of Genetic Algorithm. Genetic algorithm is
based on the genetic characteristics of nature combined
with natural selection. It implements the mapping of
problem solving to natural populations by coding the
problem to be solved. +e genetic algorithm first ini-
tializes the population, follows the idea of evolution in
nature, and then performs operations such as crossover
and mutation to generate new populations. Set algebra of
population reproduction to control the evolution process
of the genetic algorithm. If the number of iterations is
reached, the individuals with high fitness will be left.
Decoding this highly adaptive individual will result in an
optimal solution to solve the problem [20].

3.3.2. Encoding and Decoding Operations. Coding is the
spatial mapping that the solution space to solve the
problem can be processed by the genetic algorithm.
Encoding is generally in binary form. If the search space is
turned into a feasible solution space, this process is
decoded. Encoding and decoding are indispensable parts
of solving problems using genetic algorithms. At present,
it is more common to encode with a binary number or the
like.

Binary is encoded using a binary number of 01. +e
genetic algorithm encodes the feasible solution of the
problem in binary. +e binary encoding method is simple
and flexible. If the accuracy of the solution is high, the length
of the chromosome will be very long. If the space for solving
the problem is increased, it will not be good for obtaining the
best solution. At this time, we can use real numbers to
encode.

3.3.3. Genetic Operator. Genetic operators are an important
way to complete population evolution. It is also an im-
portant part of genetic algorithms. Selection, crossover, and
mutation are common operators of genetic algorithms.

(1) Selection Operator. +e selection operator is usually
selected from the population as a next generation population
with high fitness. In the selection operation, the fitness
function is generally defined in advance, and then the
chromosome with high fitness is selected. +ese chromo-
somes will undergo subsequent genetic and evolutionary
operations, and those with lower fitness will be discarded.
Choosing an operator is an operation of “survival of the
fittest.” Generally, elite reservation and roulette are selected
as selection operators.

(2) Crossover Operator. +e crossover operator is two
chromosomes selected by the parent in some way. Exchange
some of the genes on a chromosome according to certain
rules to produce new chromosomes. +is rule is usually
considered as the crossover probability. +e magnitude of
this probability value determines the likelihood of an ex-
change-gene operation occurring in the population.
Crossover is actually a way of genetic recombination, in
which genes come from genes on the previous generation of
chromosomes. Crossing is a way to create new individuals.
At present, common crossover operations mainly include
arithmetic crossover, multipoint crossover, etc..

(3) Mutation Operator. Mutations are similar to genetic
mutations in biology. Variation in genetic algorithms refers
to the process by which the value of a gene at a certain
position on a chromosome becomes another value. +e
magnitude of this probability value indicates the change in
the gene in the chromosome. Mutations can generate new
genes. Mutation operation can well prevent the premature
convergence of genetic algorithms. Mutation operator is a
relatively important genetic operator.

3.3.4. Fitness Function. In order to choose a better chro-
mosome from the population, this requires designing the
fitness function. +e fitness function is usually the objective
function, which is used to judge the quality of the pop-
ulation. It is an important reference source for natural
selection.

+e quality of the fitness function design directly affects
the quality of the solution and the speed at which the al-
gorithm converges. +e fitness function should be able to
better reflect the quality of the chromosome and need to
meet continuous, single-valued, and non-negative condi-
tions and minimize the calculation.

Generally, genetic algorithm is to convert the target
function of the problem to the fitness function. +e fitness
function is a good evaluation of the quality of individuals in
the population. Fitness can guarantee the reproduction
opportunities of good individuals and preserve their good
characteristics. +erefore, the design and selection of fitness
function are related to the quality of the whole solution.
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Good fitness function can accelerate the convergence of the
algorithm, so the design and selection of fitness function in
genetic algorithms are also very important.

3.4. Q-Learning Algorithm. +e Q-learning algorithm is one
of the classic algorithms in reinforcement learning. It is a
model-free learning method. It can be a process for the agent
to gain experience through continuous learning in the en-
vironment. +e Q-learning algorithm considers the inter-
action between agent and environment as a Markov decision
process. +is process is the process of the agent in the
current state and the selected action, determining a fixed
state transition probability, reaching the next state, and
getting an instant reward. +e goal of the Q-learning al-
gorithm is to find a strategy that maximizes the cumulative
rewards obtained.

When building the Q-learning algorithm, we first need
to build an instant reward matrix R. +e instant reward
matrix R guides the agent to select actions, thereby obtaining
a Q matrix, and the Q value is updated as follows:

Q St, At( ⟵Q St, At( 

+ α Rt+1 + λmaxQ St+1, a(  − Q St, At( ( .
(7)

+e Q-learning algorithm is as follows (Algorithm 1)
[21].

3.5. QGA. +e combination of reinforcement learning al-
gorithm and genetic algorithm has been widely concerned
by researchers at home and abroad since the 1980s.+ere are
three main ideas in which reinforcement learning and ge-
netic algorithms are combined. One is reinforcement
learning and genetic algorithm for the same goal division of
labor. One is to introduce genetic algorithm and rein-
forcement learning algorithm into the multiagent system. It
uses genetic algorithm to learn the interaction strategy
between agents in the multiagent system and uses genetic
algorithm to complete the evolution of agent.+e third is the
genetic operator of the adaptive control genetic algorithm.
+is is a deep, intrinsic inner fusion.

+e third fusion idea is based on genetic algorithm and
reinforcement learning algorithm. +is paper builds an al-
gorithm which combines Q-learning with genetic algorithm.
+e main idea of the algorithm is to regard the gene space of
genetic algorithm problem as the action strategy space of
Q-learning algorithm. +e fitness function that performs an
action within the gene space is considered to be the reward
that is obtained by performing the action. +is makes it easy
to translate the problems of genetic algorithms into rein-
forcement learning problems.

+e basic idea of the QGA is to first encode the feasible
solution of the problem. In binary form, the encoded gene
space is xg � 0, 1{ }L, the chromosome is used to represent
the feasible solution, and L is the coding length of the gene
on the chromosome.

+e pseudocode is given in Algorithm 2.
It can be seen from the pseudocode of the algorithm that

the Q-learning algorithm selects a good action genetic

algorithm to find a good structure. +e selection action in
Q-learning corresponds to the genetic selection operator in
genetic algorithm. +e strategy selection in reinforcement
learning corresponds to the mutation operation in the ge-
netic algorithm. +is achieves a deep integration of GA and
Q-learning. In the next section, we conduct the test with
QGA.

4. Task Scheduling Based on QGA

4.1. Description of Task Scheduling Strategy for Multiagent
DistributedHierarchical Intelligent ControlModel. Enter the
task by the interface agent or system management agent.
After the system management agent accepts the task, it
searches the knowledge base according to the task re-
quirements and characteristics and then the process flow and
requirements of the interface agent to access the production
task. After receiving the process data information, the
system management agent decomposes the task into sub-
tasks according to the different task processing capabilities of
each subsystem.+en, it assigns subtasks to subsystems with
different production capacities and production require-
ments. After each subsystem receives the subtask assigned by
the system management agent, the workshop space agent
further decomposes the task assigned by itself. +e shop
control agent realizes the assignment of tasks according to
the QGA, and the equipment agent then completes the
production according to the assigned tasks. +e multiagent
distributed hierarchical intelligent control model task
scheduling strategy is shown in Figure 6.

4.2. Simulation. In this section, we conduct experiments to
verify the effectiveness of the improved algorithm. We
conducted simulation experiments on an experimental
machine with Intel Xeon (R) CPU E7-8867 v4 G@
2.00GHz∗80, GPU Nvidia GTX 1080Ti, memory 62.8GiB,
and disk 698.4GB. In order to verify the validity of the QGA,
we selected the international standard job shop dataset
provided by OR-Library [8] for simulation experiments.
+ere are 10 tasks (j1, j2,...,j10) and 10 operating equipment
(m1, m2,...,m10) production task scheduling problems; the
experimental data are shown in Tables 1 and 2.

+e relevant parameter settings of GA in the experi-
ment: the initial population size is N� 200, the crossover
probability is set to 0.8, the mutation probability is set to
0.2, and the number of iterations is 200. +e relevant
parameters of the QGA algorithm are set as follows: greedy
strategy selection probability ε � 0.2, learning rate α � 0.1,
c � 0.9, QGA maximum iteration number is 40,000. We
have drawn several common algorithms for makespan (as
shown in Figure 7) and QGA on task scheduling for Gantt
charts (as shown in Figure 8). It can be seen from the
comparison of several common algorithms, which proves
the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. +e main idea
of the QGA is to regard the gene space of the genetic al-
gorithm problem as the action strategy space of the
Q-learning algorithm, and the fitness function of the action
executed in the gene space is regarded as the reward for
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(1) Initialize Q(St�0, At�0)⟵ arbitrary value
(2) Repeat (for each episode):

Initialization state St

Repeat (for each step of episode):
Select action At according to ε greed strategy, get instant reward Rt and next state St+1,

Q(St, At)⟵Q(St, At) + α(Rt+1 + λmaxQ(St+1, a) − Q(St, At))

St⟵ St+1
Until St is terminated,
Until all Q(St, At) converges.

(3) Output final policy π.

ALGORITHM 1: Pseudo code of the Q-learning algorithm.

Set the gene encoding length L
For all j � 1, . . . , 2L

Q(aj) � 0
k � 1
Repeat

Use greedy strategy ε to select action a
r� fitness (x(a)) #Calculate the fitness of x
Q(ajk)⟵Q(ajk) + α(r + cmaxQ(ajk))

If best_r> r then
Best_r� r, best_x� x #Elite retention

k � k + 1
Until the termination condition is met,
Output best_x.

ALGORITHM 2: Pseudo code of the proposed QGA algorithm.

Equipment
agent 1

Workshop control
agent N

Workshop control
agent 1

Equipment
agent N

System management agent

Task 1

Task N

Subtasks
Task

assignment
information

Task
processing

information

...
...

Figure 6: Task scheduling process when multiagent works normally.

Table 1: 10×10 task scheduling problem operation schedule.

Time O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 O6 O7 O8 O9 O10
J1 29 78 9 36 49 11 62 56 44 21
J2 43 90 75 11 69 28 46 46 72 30
J3 91 85 39 74 90 10 12 89 45 33
J4 81 95 71 99 9 52 85 98 22 43
J5 14 6 22 61 26 69 21 49 72 53
J6 84 2 52 95 48 72 47 65 6 25
J7 46 37 61 13 32 21 32 89 30 55
J8 31 86 46 74 32 88 19 48 36 79
J9 76 69 76 51 85 11 40 89 26 74
J10 85 13 61 7 64 76 47 52 90 45
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Table 2: 10×10 task scheduling problem operation sequence.

Time O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 O6 O7 O8 O9 O10
J1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
J2 1 3 5 10 4 2 7 6 8 9
J3 2 1 4 3 9 6 8 7 10 5
J4 2 3 1 5 7 9 8 4 10 6
J5 3 1 2 6 4 5 9 8 10 7
J6 3 2 6 4 9 10 1 7 5 8
J7 2 1 4 3 7 6 10 9 8 5
J8 3 1 2 6 5 7 9 10 8 4
J9 1 2 4 6 3 10 7 8 5 9
J10 2 1 3 7 9 10 6 4 5 8
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Figure 7: Four algorithms of makespan.
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Figure 8: 10×10 scheduling problem QGA task scheduling Gantt chart.
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performing the action. Q-learning algorithm is responsible
for selecting good actions. Genetic algorithm is responsible
for finding good structures, so QGA is easier to reach the
optimal value in a short time, so its makespan is the
smallest.

5. Conclusions

+is paper analyzes the defects of traditional
manufacturing process control system structure. +rough
in-depth research on the manufacturing process of the
process industry, combined with multiagent systems and
reinforcement learning technology, a multiagent distrib-
uted hierarchical intelligent control model for the process
industry is constructed. In order to solve the multiagent
task assignment problem in the multiagent distributed
hierarchical control model, the idea of reinforcement
learning and genetic algorithm is combined, and the im-
proved QGA is used for task scheduling. Taking the pro-
duction order processing in the production line as an
example, the improved QGA and several common task
scheduling algorithms are used to experiment on the task
assignment. +e experimental results prove the effective-
ness of the algorithm.

For task assignment among multiagent, the QGA we
built also has some defects. For example, when the length of
gene space coding on the chromosome is too long, our
algorithm needs a large Q table, which is not desirable. If the
action space is large, each action cannot be accessed multiple
times. We need to do further research to improve the
performance of the algorithm. In addition, we can also
combine graph neural networks [22–28] with traditional
evolutionary algorithms and reinforcement learning algo-
rithms for task scheduling.
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